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1 CLOSING DATE OF THE SECOND SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 

There was general agreement with the CHAIRJ/IAN ' s proposal that the 

Executive Board should finish the work of the present session on 

Thursday, 11 November^ the meetings on Wednesday and Thursday 10 and 11 

November, being devoted to the consideration of the report of the 

session. 

2 RELATIONS WITH THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION 
(doôtmients EB2/1, EB2/74， EB2/64 and EB2/68) (Items 3， II and 
41 of the Agenda) 

г Dï4 MACKENZIE asked whether in document ЕВ2Д, page 14厂 line 12y 

the working should not be amended to re
a
ds "the machinery suggested by 

the Director-Genoral", instead of ” … b y the Interim Commission”， 

The DIRECTOR —GENERAL quoted document S.15, page to show that the 

recommendations had been submitted to the Health Assembly by the Interim 

Commission. The existing wording was correct, -although it might be 

altered to read, "It was agro jd tiiat the machinery recommended to the 

World Health Assembly by the. Interim. Commission.would.function … " 

i • • 

Decision: It was agreed to :aund lino 12^ page 14 of document 
EB2/1 

as suggested by the Director-General• 

The CHAIRMAN moved the adoption of document EB2/1 • 

« ' • .. 

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE expressed general agreement ivith the 

dociiments before tho Board、•‘ In relations with FAO^ attention should be 

paid to all illnesses affecting iood production and should not be limited 

to obvious cases such às malaria• In order to improve health and 

nutrition the joint committees should establish nutritio'nal standards 

for worldwide circulation." Such standards should be easily understandable 

and not too scientific. • • 

Dr. de PAULA SOUZA drew attention to ths recent development in Brazil 

of field kitchens, which supplied cheap nutritive meals to city and rural 
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workers, and at the same time provided training in cooking and the 

preparation of food. 

Dr
#
 EVANG seconded the adoption of the draft Report of the First 

Session on condition that the joint езфегЬ advisory committees mentioned 

in paragraphs (iii) and (iv) on page 14 were miderstood to replace the 

standing advisory committees referred to in the two previous paragraphs• 

• : ： :: . _ . . . . . . . •,..•.. 

Dr. GEAR appreciated the need for collaboration between WHO and FAO, 

but was concerned about the functions of experts appointed by WHO to 

joint committees • The FAO, under Sir John Boyd Orr^ had taken consider-

able interest in the medical aspects of nutrition^ and there was a danger 

• ‘ . . . . . . 
that that organization might encroach on WHO activities• In appointments 

to joint coramittees, the term
 T

expert
1

 should be interpreted more widely 

than was normal in WHO expert committees。 In addition to their 

specialist knowledge
}
 WHO nominees to joint committees should be able to 

represent WHO policy, and that factor should be borne in mind in their 

selection-

* » • • • 

Dr. EVANG said that after considerable discussion of the problem, 

overlapping on nutrition and rural welfare might occur if both organizations 

continued to work separately. That had led to the decision to set up 

joint expert bodies on nutrition and rural welfare to advise, both organiza-

tions through their respective governing bodies• The EAO had already-

appointed standing advisory coinnittees on nutrition and rural yreliare, and 

the first step for WHO was to nominate members to those committees• The 

establishment of a joint expert committee was the next step. 

Dr
#
 MACKENZIE, stressing the principle that experts spoke as indi-

viduals and not as representatives of an organization, drew attention to 

the need for a medical administrative body on the lines adopted for the 

Joint WHO/üNICEF Committee. Although the creation of only two. expert 

joint committees was contemplated at present, the need for others might 
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arise on natters affecting animal and human health, such as rabies, 

tuberculosis and salmonellae• He proposed the establishment of a medical 

administrative joint committee with three nominees from each organization 

to consider the recommendations of the exports• 

He further suggested that all questions of nutrition arising in 

either organisation should be referred automatically to the joint com-
< 

mittee by both bodies. 

Dr. FORREST (Secretariat) explained that according to document 

paragraph the joint expert advisory committees would report to the 

Directors-General and governing bodies of each organization. The accep-

tance of Dr
#
 Mackenzie

1

s proposal would mean the adoption of the alter-

nativo mechanism outlined, in document A/Rel/24, which the Acting Director-

Genaral of FAO considered difficult to implement, (document EB2/64, 

paragraph 2
#
3). In those circumstances he wondered what would be the 

functions of an intermediary committee as proposed in document A/Rel/24• 

The CHAIRMAN explained further that a joint committee was needed in 

the case of UNICEF, which was an emergency organization
t
 That was not 

true of FAO. 

Mr. CAIDERWOOD thought Dr
#
 Mackenzie's point would be met by the sub-

mission of the report of the joint expert committee to the Executive 

Boards and by the presence at joint committee meetings of members of both 

Secretariats> who were familiar with the policy of both organizations. 
4 

An intermediary body would be an unnecessary expense^ as it would have the 

same function as the Executive Board. 

Dr• MACKENZIE stated that the provision for expert committees to 

report to the governing bodies of the two organizations did not meet his 

point. The establishment of a joint expert committee would not result in 

collaboration with FAO^ as the members of the committee would be speaking 

on their own behalf and not as representatives of their organizations• 
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Collaboration with FAO could be achieved only by the setting up of a joint 

medical administrative committee to review the report of the experts• 

Dr, GEAR feared that a joint expert committee, composed of members 

unfamiliar with the health administration policy of WHO, might submit 

reports which would hamper the development of the organization* It 

would be difficult for the Board to resist a unanimous report from the 

expert conBlttoe^ ©ven if it were out of harmony with the policy of the 

Organization^ He advocated the appointment to such committees of health 

administrators with experience in nutrition. 

The DIRECTOR—GENERAL said the discussion raised the whole question of 

the function of expert committees. The general belief was that such com-

mitteos should retain their purely expert character and should not be 

concerned with administrative detail. It was the function of administra-

tors to translate into action the recornmendations of experts
 4
 The 

representativos of the Secretariat at meetings of espert committees were 

responsible for drawing attention to administrative possibilities, but it 

was essential that expert committees should not take Instructions from 

administrative bodies, nor should they be briefed in the policies of the 

Organization• 

Dr. DUJARRIG de la RIVIERE expressed his relief at the distinction 

drawn by the Director-General between experts and administrators. 

Decision; The Board adopted document EB2/1• 
The Board father took note of document EB2/2S 

Dr. EVANG moved, and Dr
#
 BANNING (Alternate to Dr. van den Berg) 

seconded， the adoption of the resolution on page 3 of document EB2/64• 

Décision: The resolution was adopted. 



3 REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS -
FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF APPLICATION FROM THE INTERNATIONAL BUREAU 
AGAINST ALCOHOLISM (Document EB2/69 and Summary of Information in 
regard to the International Bureau against Alcoholism and IrrbernatioiáL 
Temperance Union) (Item 46 of the Provisional Agenda) 

Dro STAMPAR proposed that the International bareau against Alcoholism 

be admitted into relationship with WHO as a non-governmental organizatioru 

Dr
0
 DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE considered that some action in t he matter 

of alcoholism was logical in view of the fact that the international 

unions against venereal disease, tuberculosis and the World Federation for 

Mental Health had already been admitted into relationship with the 

Organization» 

Dr« D01/ÏLING said that the publications of the Bureau showed that al-

though there was an element of scientific investigation the main object 

was to crusade on behalf of prohibit i on 丄 SITU The Standing Committee on 

Non-Governmental Organizations had agreed unanimously that the Bureau 

should be admitted if, after a further period, it developed a campaign 

against alcoholism on purely scientific lines. He opposed Dr. Sbampar
f

 s 

proposal and preferred to defer the matter until the Board was convinced of 

that scientific development. 

Dr% BARRET (Alternate to Dr. Mackenzie) supported Dx% Doivling^s point 

of view. The standing committee had understood that the Bureau was being 

organized to give more prominence to scientific research• That was an 

added r eason for postponement» 

Dr.. EVANG, -while agreeing that the crusading element in the Bureau 

did not satisfy the strictest scientific standards； considered that the 

same remark was true of other international organizations, such as the 

International Union against Venereal Diseases. Too much attorrbion should 

not be paid to the propaganda element of these organizations«> The Bureau 

was concerned with a medical-social problem and he supported its 

adaiissioru 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL reported that at the ro.cent congress in Lausanne, 

the main emphasis had been laid on the iBligious and moral approach to 

the problem, while the scientific aspect had been almost entirely absent 

From what he had seen, the educational programme waj unscientific, unsound 

and inconducive to the control of alcoholism. Ho thought it would be 

salutary if the Organisation were to make the Bureau
1

 s admission into 

relationship with WHO dependent on a reasoned scientific approach to 

the problem of alcoholism» 

Dr. GE/vR thought that, in view of the unanimous opinion of the standing 

committee and of paragraph 5 (e) and paragraph 8 of the informatory 

document ̂  the Bureau should not be brought into ï^lationship vdth Ш0, at 

least during 1949- ,. 

Dr, DUJARRIC de la RIVISR3 drew attention to the principle Accepted 

by the Académie de Médecine in Franco never to accept association with 

organizations against alcoholism "which advocated fruit juices, since 

such organizations were often the cloak for business enterprises. 

Mr. CÀLDERWOOD supported the proposal to postpone any decisicru 

From the informatory document the finances of the Bureau seemed .uncertain 

and there was some doubt on the nature of the organization itselfi 

paragraph 4 suggested that govornments -frero interested in the Bureau. 

Any décision should await the results cf the re-organization ccntemolated. 

Dr. STAMPAR was not altogether convinced by the explanations cf 

the Directcr-Gonerale Oth^r categories of persons, including himself, 

had collaborated in thewcrk of the Bureau from the scientific point 

of view, as opposed tc the fanatical and moralistic approaah. It Wcis 

true that the question of alcoholism gave rise to controversy in 

certain countries bocauso it offered potential sources cf revenue 

from taxation. In his opinion alcoholism was a social disease of 

the highest importance whichcfesorved full considaraticn. 
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M GROS (Observer, United Nations) confirmed the improssiens of 

the Director-General， although a distinction should be drawn between 

a congress composed of convinced participants from all countries 

and a secretariat carrying cut scientific work. He pointed out that 

tho Bureau was in no sense an inter-governmental organization, and 

that its scope of action appeared to be somewhat limited. Moreover^ 

when he himself had suggested possible collaboration between the 

Bureau and UNESCO in educational propaganda, nobody had heard of 

UNESCO. 

Dr» BANNING agreed with the views expressed by Dr. Stamper. 

In Holland, for instance, theacticn of certain "fanatics" had been 

instrumental on diminishing the effects of alcoholism and in bringing 

prosperity to the country. The application of the Bureau should 

not be refused since, if it were brought into relationship with WHO, 

it might be enabled to collaborate usefully with the International 

Union against Venereal Diseases and the World Federation for Mental 

Health» 

Dr. KOZUSZNIK agreed m t h the views expressed by Dr. Stampar 

and Dr. Evang. 

Dr. COWLING stressed that he was in no way opposed to action 

against alcoholism. The peint at issue wasthe desirability of 

accepting the application of the Bureau or of postponing consideration 

to a later s tage. 

He could not accept Dr. Evang
1

 s ccmparism between the crusades 

against alcoholism and venereal diseases because, although opinions 

were divided iniBgard to the problem of alcoholism, there was univer-

sal agreement in regard tc action against venereal diseases» 

Decision! It was agreed, by a majority vete, todsfer con-
sideration of tho application, pending further information. 



PROPOSED BUREAU OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES (Documents A/78, Rev.l, 
p.11) (Item 26 of the provisional agenda) 

Dr. van den BERG stated that, following discussions between 

Dr. Goodman and the competent pharmaceutical expert of his 

delegation, he was in full agreement with the establishment of the 

proposed bureau. . 

Dr. WICKREMESINGHE wondered whether the item could be considered 

in a more liberal spirit. He asked whether the Drafting Committee 

could amend the recommendation to include a study of requirements 

and production possibilities, questions of greater importance than 

advice on the procurement of essential drugs• Raw niaterials were 

available in Ceylon but information was necessary in regard to 

quantities and cost of production, so that available raw material 

could be put to a useful purpose for the benefit of the -whole world. 

Professor DUJARRIG de la RIVIERE thought that the proposal for 

a census of the need for, and the world production of
5
 medical 

supplies was practically impossible, while the direct provision 

of such supplies presented great dangers• It was logical, 

there fore^ to establish an advisory bureau which did not eliminate 

the furnishing, in emergency cases, of direct supplies of medical 

products• The advisory bureau should be completely free to decide 

the action to be taken in each particular case. The wording of the 

title was not ecurate and might be amended to include "medical and 

sanitary supplies
1

,, in order to include insecticides which, in 

certain cases, might be more useful than medical products. 

Dr. KOZUSZNIK said that no discrimination should be made on 

political grounds in the supply of medical products. He stressed 

the difficulties encountered in obtaining necessary medical supplies 



which could not yet be manufactured in Poland, particularly 

penicillin, streptomycin, and so forth• The only criteria to be 

applied were the proper human needs of all countries and not 

commercial and political considerations. He wished to reserve 

his position on the question of penicillin production and the 

completion of UNRRâ plants in the beneficiary countries• 

Dr
#
 GOODMAN explained that (1) the bureau was a medical supply 

advisory bureau and was not intended to procure supplies, except in 

the case of epidemic emergencies; (2) a small programme of 

procurement was provided for under the Field Services budget, namely, 

for literature and teaching material^ and UNESCO also had a bureau 

for the procurement of scientific teaching material, with which 

close contact was maintained; (3) studies of the needs and of 

procurement possibilities would be undertaken. 

There was no intention of limiting advice to pharmaceuticals； 

all types of medical supplies would be included. 

Dr. de PáULa SOUZA felt that the Secretariat should act in an 

advisory capacity and that arrangements for the procurement of 

supplies should be made through the regional offices. Small 

countries either did not have the same facilities as others, did 

not knew the best sources of supply, or paid too highly for essential 

goods which could be purchased in larger amounts at lower prices 

elsewhere. EaSO had studied the problem and had set up a 

procurement office in Washington which was giving valuable service 

to the Latin-Ame ri can countries. 

Dr, ZOZAYA confirmed the statement made by Dr. de Paula Scuza. 

Duplication of effort might be avoided by discussion between WHO and 

PASO under the authorized working arrangements. 



Dr. GOODMAN said that discussions had already taken place 

and every* possible use would be made of existing arrangements, 

although all potential sources of supply would have to be explored 

in view of the regional nature of PASO. 

Procurement of medical supplies by the regional offices 

was, of course, possible, but WHO was limited to giving advice under 

the Health Assembly mandate. 

Dr# HALVERSON suggested that the Director-General be authorized 

to carry out the policy outlined by the Assembly, at the same time 

giving sympathetic consideration to Dr. l/STickremesinghe
1

 s suggesticn^ 

namely, to the problem of procurement as related tc that of 

manufacture in the various countries• The Director-General might 

further be asked to submit a report to the next Health Assembly on 

the basis of requests received. 

Dr. M/iNI summarized the three points under dis cus si ош 

(1) The proposed bureau would be limited by the Health Assembly 

mandate to acting in an advisory capacity, and he therefore 

proposed that the Director Generalas report should be accepted. 

(2) As regards procurement, he was willing to agree with Dr, de Paula 

Scuza that the matter be left to the initiative of the regional 

offices in direct consultation with the respective governments. 

(3) There was a great need for assistance to backward countries, 

which were unable to obtain medical supplies owing to the high cost 

cf imports and required advice on the organization of domestic 

production• 

He hoped that the Director-General would make preliminary 

investigations in order that, as suggested by Dr. Halverson, 



concrete proposals could be placed before the next Health 

Assembly cn the manner in which backward countries could be 

assisted. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the point at issue was tr decide 

whether the Director-General should be authorized to set up the 

machinery for the proposed bureau cf medical supply^ which would 

be restricted, except in cases of special emergency, to an advisory 

capacity. 

Decisions It was agreed that the Directcr-General should 
be authorized tc implement the policy laid down by the 
Health ûssçmbly, and to submit recommendations for ftirther 
action to the third "session of the Executive Board» 

The meeting rose at 12.30 p»m« 
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1 СЬОЗГШ DATE'OF THE S3C0ND SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 

There was general agreement with the CHAIRMAN [s proposal that the 

Executive Board should finish the work of the present session on 

Thursday, 11 November, the meetings on Wednesday and Thursday 10 and 11 

November, being devoted tQ the consideration of the report of the 

session. 

2 RELATIONS ЖТН THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE OROANIZATION • .
 f 

(documents ЕВ2Д, ЕВг^,
；

 EB2/64 and EB2/68) •(Items' 3, 11 and 
41 of the Agenda) 

Dr. MACKENZIE asked blether in document ЕВ2Д, page 14, line 12, 

the working should not be amended to re
g
dî "the machinery suggested• .by 

the Director-Gensral", instead of " ...by the interim Commission". 

. t • 

The DIRECT0R-GEN3RAL quoted document S.15, page 5, to show that the 
• i • 

re с oimneñdati ons had been submitted to the Health Assembly by the Interim 

Commission. The existing wording was correct, although it might be 
• • • . • 

altered to read, "It was agreed that the machinery recommended to the 

World Health Assembly by the Interim Commission would function
 n 

Decision: It was agreed* to laniend line 12, page 14 of
:

 document 
EB2/1 as suggested by the Director-General. 

The CHAIRMAN moved the adoption of document ЕВ2Д. 

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE expressed general agreement with the 

documents before tho Board； 'In relations with FAO, attention should be 

paid to all illnesses affecting iood production and should not be limited 

to obvious cases such as malaria• In order to improve health and 

nutrition the joint committees should establish nutritional standards 

for worldwide circulation. Such standards should be easily understandable 

and not too scientific• 

Dr, de PAULA SOUZA drew attention to the recent development in Brazil 

of field kitchens, which supplied cheap nutritive meals to city and rural 
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workers
;
 and at the sane time provided "training in cooking and the 

preparation of food. 

Dr. EVANG seconded the adoption oA the draft report o? the first 

session on condition that the joint expert advisory committees meationed 

in paragraphs (iii) and (iv) on page 14 were understood to replace the 

standing advisory committees referred to in the two previous paragraphs. 

Dr. GEAR appreciated the need for collaboration between Ш0 and FAO, 

but was concerned about the functions of experts appointed by WHO to 

joint committees ̂  ïho FAO, under Sir John Boyd Orr
5
 had taken consider-

able interest in the medical aspects of nutrition^ and there was a danger 

that that organization might encroach on WHO activities. In appointments 

to joint committees, the term 〖езфат̂  should be interpreted IT：ore widely 

than was normal in WHO expert committees^ In addition to their 

specialist knowledge ̂  WHO nominees tc .joint committees should be able to 

represent WHO policy
>
 and that factor should be borne in mind in their 

selection-

Dr. EVANG said that after considerable discussion of the problem, 

overlapping on nutrition and rui-cil welfare might occur if both organiza-

tions continued to work separately. That had led to the decision to set 

up joint export bodies on m^trition and rural welfare to advise both 

organizations through their respective governing bodies- The FAO had 

already appointed standing advisory committees on nutrition and .rural 

welfare, and the first step for VMO 调as to noniinato members to thoco com-

mittees. The est abli diment of a joint expe .ct committee was the next step с 

Dr. MACKENZIE., stressing the principle that experts spoke as indi-

viduals and not as representatives of an organisation, drer; attention to 

the need for a medical administrative body on the lineñ adopted for the 

Joint WHO/UNI CEP Commitbeэ. Without such a body there was the difficulty 

that one organization experts
1

 views and the other mi^rb 

not. Although the creation ox r "： -”r. v̂ vrci't rc^nmittoes 

was contemplated at present
5
 the need for others might 
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arise on matters affecting animal and hmman health, such as rabies, 

tuberculosis and salmonellae. He proposed the establishment of a 

medical administrative joint committee with three nominees,from the 

Executive Board of each organization to consider the recommendations of 

the experts. 

He further suggested that all questions of nutrition arising in 

either organization should be referred automatically to the joint com-

mittee by both bodies. 

Dr. FORREST (Secretariat) explained that accordixig to с!осшюпЬ S.15> 

paragraph 4«5> the joint expert advisory committees would report to the 

Directors-General and governing bodies of each organization. The accep-

tance of Dr. Mackenzie
1

 s proposal would maan the adoption of the alter-

native mechanism outlined in document ¿/Rel/24, which the Acting Director-

General of FâO considered difficult to implement
3
 (document ЕВ2/64̂  

paragraph 2.3)- In those circumstances he wondered what would be the 

functions of an intermediaxy committee as proposed in document 

The CHAIRMAN explained further that a joint committee was needed in 

the case of UNICEF, which was an emergency organisation. That was not 

true of FAO. 

Mr. CALDERWOOD thought Dr. Mackenzie
 T

s point, would be met by the sub-

mission of the report of the joint expert committee to the Executive Boards 

of both organizations, and by the presence at joint committee meetings of 

members of both Secretariats
5
 who were not only familiar with the policy 

of both organizationsj but also would be thoroughly aware of the administra-

tive implications of views expressed by experts。 Àn intermediary body 

would be an unnecessary expense，as it would have the same function as the 

Executive Boards. 

Dr. MACKENZIE stated that the provision for expert ccmittees to re-

port to the governing bodies of the two organizations did not meet his 

point• The establishment of a joint expert committee would not result in 

collaboration with FAO, as the members of the coiranittee would be speaking 

on their own behalf and not as representatives of their organisations. 
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• • . • • ., • • 

Collaboration with FAO could be achieved only by the setting up of a joint 

medical administrative committee to review the report of the experts <. 
, . . • • * • , ••‘. •• - * , . . . . . . , ’ . . . ， . 

• • . . . . . . . • ‘ ‘ . - •’ .. 

•‘ ‘ , . • . . . . . . , , • •. • -

Dr л GEAR feared that a joint expert committee, composed of members 
• . ' • * • * * 

unfaklliar vrith the health administration policy of WHO, might submit 
- - ‘ ‘ •* • • * • • • 

• • • 

» • * . 
reports which would hamper the development of the organization. It 

would be difficult for the Board to resist a unanimous report from the 
、 • • . • .. • • . . 

expert ccdk^ttoe, even if it were out of harrioi^r with ti» policy of the 

Organization• He a-ivocatéci the appointment, to such coramitt^es of health 
• - • . . « . • • • » * 

administrators with experience in nutrition
 t • • • , 

； • •
 ：

 . . . . . • . . . . ..• : . • 

The' DIHECTOR-fiENERAL said the discussion raised the whole questioil of 

. • ‘ » ‘ 
the function of expert committees• The general belief was that such oom-

mitteos should retain their purely expert character and should not be 

._ ., . . . • * • • . • . . . . . . 

concerned with administrativq detail•' It' was the function of administra-
• • . ‘ 

tors to translate into action the rcсommendatións of experts. The 

representativo з of the Secretariat at meetings of espert coimittees wore 

responsible for drawing attention to administrative, possibilities
5
 but it 

was essential that expert cororaittees should not take instructions from 

administrative bodies,, nor should they be briefed in the policies of tho 

• • * . • 
Organization• ‘ 

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE expressed his relief at the distinction 

drawn by the Director-Genaral between experts and administrators• 

Decision: The Board adopted document EB2/l
# 

The Board further took note of docvmient EB2/28 

Dr. EVANG moved, ancî Dr ..BANNING. (Alternate to Dr. van'den Berg) 

seconded, tha adoption of ths resolution on page 3 of documont ÉB2/64, 

Decision: The resolution was adopted. 
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3 REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS -
FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF APPLICATION FROM THE INTERNATIONAL BUREAU 
AGAINST ALCOHOLISM (Document EB2/69 and Summary of Information in 
regard to the International Bureau against Alcoholism and Internaticrâ. 

Temperance Union) (Item 46 of the Provisional kgenàa.) 
• • • . 

Dr, STAMPAR proposed that the International Bureau against Alcoholism 
� • 

be admitted into relationship with ÍHO ás a non-governmental organization, 

Dr, DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE considered that some action in the matter 

of alcoholim was logical in view of the fact that the international 

unions against venereal disease, tuberculosis and the、World Federation for 

Mental Health had already been admitted into relationship with the 

Organization. ， 

DOWLING said that the publications of the Bureau showed that al-

though there was an element of scientific investigation the main object ‘ 

was to crusade on behalf of prohibition!sm# The Standing Committee on 

Non-Governmental Organizations had agreed unanimously that the Bureau 

should be admitted if, after a further period, it developed a campaign 

against alcoholism on purely scientific lines. He opposed Dr. Stampar
f

s 

proposal and preferred to defer the matter until the Board was convinced of 

that scientific development• 

Di4 BARRET, (Alternate to Dr. Mackenzie) supported Dr. Dowling
9

 s point 

of view# The standing committee had understood that the Bureau was being 

organized to give more prominence to scientific research. That was an 

... • • , 

added reason for postponement. 
• . • ‘ • 

Dr. EVAMG, while agreeing that the crusading element in the Bureau 

did not satisfy the strictest scientific standards, considered that the 

same remark was true of other international organizations, such as the 

» • 

International Union against Venereal Diseases. Too much attention should 
j • • 

not be paid to the propaganda element of these organizations» The Bureau 

was concerned with a medical-social problem and he supported its 

admission» 
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The DIRECT0R-GEíJí2L'íI reported that at the ro.csnt congress in Lausanne, 

iho main'3mphasis. had boe-ri laid on the religious and moral approach to 

the ргоЫша, while the sciontific aspect had been almost entirely abscmt 

. ' � . . . ， . ， . . • • 

From vrhat he had seen, theeducaticml programme was unscientific, unsound 

and inconducive to the control cf alcoholism. He thought it would be 

salutary if thé Organisatien ware to make the Bureau
1

 s admission into" 

relationship with WHO dependent on a reasoned scientific approach to 
• , . * . * 

the problem of alcoholism. 

Dr. GEtiR thought that, in view of the unanimous cpinion of the standing 

committee and of Paragraph 5 (e) and paragraph 8 of the informatory 

document,, the Bureau should not be trought into nDlationship with T/VHO, at 

least during 1949• 

Dr, DUJARRIC de la R I Y I W S draw attention to the principle accepted 

by the Académie de Médecine in France never to accopt association v/ith 

organizations against alccholism r̂tiich advocated fruit juicas, since 

ôuch organizations were .ofton the cloak for business enterprises. 

Mr. CALDERftùOD suppcrtod tho proposal to postpone any decisicn. 

From the informatory document the finances of the Bureau seemed uncertain 

and there was some doubt en tha nature of the organization itselfa 

paragraph 4 suggested that governments тего、 interested in the Bureau. 

Any ddcision should await the results cf the re-organization contemplated. 

Dr. STAMPER was not altogether convinced by the explanations cf 

the Director-General. Othi¿r categories of persons, including himself, 

had collaboraued in the w crk of the Bureau from the scientific point 

of view, as opposed tc the fanatical and moralistic approach. It was 

true that the question cf alcoholism gave rise to controversy .in 

certain countries because it offered -octential scurbes cf r ovenue 

frcm taxation. In his opinion alcoholism was a social disease of 

tho highest irapcrtance whichctesjrvsd full consiclsrati'n. 
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UÍ GROS (Observer, United Mations) confirmed the impressions of 

the Director-General, although a distinction should be drawn ЪеЬШШ 

a congress composed cf convinced participants from all countries 

and a secretariat .carrying out scientific work. He pointed out that 

the Bureau was in no sense an inter-governmental organization, and 

that its scope cf -action appeared to be somewhat limited. Moreover, 

when he himself had suggested possible collabcration between the 

Bureau and UNESCO in educational propaganda, nobody had heard of 

IMESCO. 
# 

Dr» BANNING agreed with the views exi^rassed by Dr. Stainpar# . 

In Holland, for instance, theacti . n cf certain "fanatics" had been 

instrumental on diminishing the effects of alcoholism and in bringing 

prosperity to the country. The application of the Bureau should 

nót be refused since, if it were brought into relationship with WHO, 

it might be enabled to collaborate usefully with the International 

Union against Venereal Diseases and the World Federation for Mental 

Health. 

Dr. KOZUSZNIK agreed with the views expressed by Dr. Stampar 

and Dr. Evang. 

Dr.- BOWLING stressed that he was in no way opposed to action 

against alcoholism. The point at issue wasthe desirability of 

accepting the application of the Bureau or of póstpcmng consideration 

to a later stage. 

He could not accept Dr. Evang
1

 s ccmr)arisDn between the crusades 

against • alcoholism and yonoreal diseases because, although opinions 

were divided inregard to t he problem of alcoholism, there was univer-

sal agreement in regard to action against venereal diseases. 

Decisions It was agreed, by a majority vote, todsfer con-
.sideration of the application, pending further information. 



PROPOSED BUREAU OF MEDIGAb SUPPLIES (Documents A/78, Rev.l, 
p.11) (Item 26 of the provisional agenda) 

Dr. van den BERG stated that, following discussions between 

Dr. Goodman and the competent pharmaceutical expert of his 

‘delegation, he was in full agreement with the e'stablisKment of the 
• » ‘ . 

proposed bureau.. 
• • . 

. . * • • 

Dr. WICKREMESINOHE wondered whether the item could be considered • • -
- ' » ' • * 

in a more liberal spirit. He asked whether the Drafting Committee 
. • ‘ . • . 

could amend the recommendation to include a study of requirements 
» • • _ • 

and production posgibilities, questions of greater importance than 

advice on the procurement of essential drugs• Raw materials, were 

available in Ceylon but information was necessary in regard to , 

quantities and cost of production, so that available raw material 

could be put to a useful purpose for the bene fit of the "whole world. 

Professor DUJARRIG de la RIVIERE thought, that the proposal for 

a census of the need for, and the world production of, medical 

supplies was practically impossible, while the direct provision 
• • * 

of such supplies presented great dangers^ It was logical, 

therefore^ to establish an advisory bureau -which did not eliminate 

the furnishing, in emergency cases, of direct supplies of medical 

products. The advisory bureau should be completely free to decide 

the action to be taken in each particular case. The wording of the 
i 

title was not ecurate and might be amended to include "medical and 

sanitary supplies
1

、 in order to include insecticides which, in 

certain cases, might be more useful than medical products. 

Dr. KOZUSZNIK said that no discrimination should be made on 
• » •. • ‘ 
political grounds in the supply of medical products. He stressed 

the difficulties encountered in obtaining necessary medical supplies• 



which could not yet be manufactured in Poland, particularly • 

penicillin, streptomycin, and so forth• The only criteria t© he 

applied were the proper human needs of all countries and not 

commercial and political considerations. He wished to reserve 

his position on the question of penicillin production ánd the • 

completion of UNRRfi plants in the beneficiary countries. 

» .* 

Dr. GOODM/iN explained that (1) the bureau was à medical supply, 

advisory bureau and was hot intended tc procure supplies, except in 

the case of epidemic emergencies； (2) a small programme of 

• . . .• ‘. 
procurement was provided for under the Field Services budget, .namely

5 

for literature and teaching material, and UNESCO also had a bureau 

for the procurement of scientific teaching material^ with which 

close contact was maintained; (3) studies of the needs and of 

. . . . . ' • 
procurement possibilities would be undertaken. 

There was no intention of limiting advice tc pharmaceuticals；. 

all types of medical supplies would be included. 

Dr. de PAULA SOUZA felt that the Secretariat should act in an 

advisory oapacity and that arrangements for the procurement cf 

supplies should be made, through the regional offices• Small 

countries either did no;t have the same facilities as others, did 

not know the best sources cf supply, or paid too highly for essential 

goods which could be purchased in larger amounts at lower prices 

elsewhere. PASO had studied the problem and ïiad set up a 

procurement office in Washington which was giving valuable service 

to the Latin-American countries. 

Dr. Z0ZÁYA confirmed the statement made by Dr; de Paula Souza. 

Duplication of effort might be avoided by discussion between WHO and 

PASO under the authorized working arrangements« 



Dr. GOODMAN said that discussions had already taken place 

and every possible use would be made o-f existing arrangements, 

although all potential sources of зирр1уwould have to be explored 

‘ ' V .. 

in view of the regional nature of PASO。 

Procurement of medical supplies by the regional offices 

was, of course, possible, but WHO was limited to giving advice under 

the Health assembly mandate. 

Dr. HALVERSON.suggested that the Director-General be authorized 

to carry out the policy outlined by the Assembly^ at the same time 

giving sympathetic consideration te Dr, Wickremesinghe
1

 s.suggestion, 

namely, to the problem .of procurement as related tc that, of 

manufacture in the various countries. The Director-General might 

further be asked to submit a report to the next Health Assembly on 

the basis of requests received. ••‘ 

Dr» MANI summarized the three points under discussion: 

(1) The proposed bureau w ould be limited by the Health Assembly 

mandate to acting in an advisory capacity, and he therefore 

proposed that the Director General
!

s report should bo accepted, 

(2) As regards procurement^ he was willing ..tc agree with Dr. de Paula 

Souza that the matter be left to the initiative of the regional 

offices in direct consultation with the respective governments• 

(3) There was a great need for assistance to backward countries, 

which were unable to obtain medical supplies owing to the high cost 

cf imports and required advice on the organization of domestic 

production. 

He hoped that the Director-General would make.preliminary 

investigations in order that, as suggested by Dr. Hr.lverson, 



concrete proposals could be placed before the ..next Health 

Assembly cn the manner in -which backward countries could be 

assisted. 

The CE/ÍIRMAN sar/I that the point at issue was be decide 

whether the Director-General should be authorized to set up the 

machinery for the proposed bureau of medical supply, which wquld 

be restricted, except in cases of special emergency, to an advisory 

capacity. 

Decision: . It was agreed that the Director-General should 
be authorized to implement the policy laid down by the 
Health assembly, and to submit recommendations for further 
action to the third session of the Executive Board. 

The meeting rose at 12,30 
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